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Mass vs. Weight
Introduction
This series of activities is based on video education demonstrations presented
by Crew Members Robert Thirsk, Koichi Wakata, and Nicole Stott during the 2009
Expedition 20 mission on the International Space Station
Objectives
•
•
•

To demonstrate the difference between Mass and Weight by integrating classroom
activities with video filmed by astronauts in the microgravity environment on the
International Space Station (ISS)
To explore careers in space exploration
To explore the international partnerships involved in the International Space Station
development, construction and operations

Activity Descriptions
Careers in Space
Students will be introduced to the three ISS astronauts who are featured in the Mass vs.
Weight video clips. Students will learn about their backgrounds, experiences, interests,
and careers. This information will guide them to understand the importance of these
factors in why the astronauts chose their career. Students will discuss their own
backgrounds, experiences and interests and explore space exploration careers that
interest them.
Stretching Mass
Students measure the amount of force gravity exerts on objects of different mass by
suspending them on rubber bands then measuring the distance the rubber bands stretch.
Students will collect and discuss their data and compare it to video results of a similar
experiment done on the International Space Station.
Mass Car
Student teams build a mass car and measure the movement of the car with varying
amounts of mass as a given force is applied. A blast of air from an air pump will accelerate
the car across rollers. During a set of experiments, students will vary the mass being
carried by the mass car and measure how far the car rolls each time in response to the air
blast. Once the experiments are completed, students will graph, discuss their data and
compare to video results of a similar experiment performed on the ISS.

Accelerating Mass
Students explore Newton’s Second Law of Motion by
attaching an empty (air-inflated) foil drink pouch to a
spring release tape measure, and measure the time it takes the pouch to travel one meter
as the tape is automatically retracted. The same process will be repeated using a full
(fluid-filled) pouch. Which drink pouch will accelerate the fastest - the full one with the
greater mass or the empty one with the lesser mass? Once this experiment is completed,
students will discuss their data and compare it to the video results of a similar experiment
done on the International Space Station
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International Space Station Partners
Students use geography skills to learn about the sixteen countries of the ISS partnership.
The students first identify and color the flags of the partner nations and then locate those
countries on a political map. Finally, students use lines of latitude to determine which of
these countries the ISS will fly over as it orbits Earth and why this may be important to
each nation.
Design Your Own International Space Station Experiment
Students design their own International Space Station experiment. They outline their
objective and what they hope to accomplish with it. They explain their experiment design,
how it works, and what materials they will need for it to be successful. They will also
develop questions they would want other students to answer after those students would
observe the experiment if it was performed in the microgravity environment of space.

Background
We often confuse the terms mass and weight and use them interchangeably even though
they have very different meanings. (Refer to the definitions that follow for the explanation
of these terms.) We can measure weight here on Earth, but not in the microgravity
environment on the International Space Station. Mass plays a critical role in the activities
and experiments performed by the astronauts. Mass does not change whether it is
measured on Earth or the ISS. Weight can change depending upon the gravitational pull
such as on the Moon where weight is reduced to one-sixth that of on Earth.
Each activity in the Mass vs. Weight series demonstrates the difference between
mass and weight by comparing results with video clips filmed by astronauts performing
similar activities onboard the ISS. Students perform the activities in the classroom, record,
analyze, and interpret their data. Following data analysis, they observe video of astronauts
performing similar demonstrations on the ISS. The activities focus on Newton's Second
Law of Motion.
Force = mass x acceleration
(F=ma)
This law can be paraphrased and explained simply as, the more mass an object has, the
more force needed to move it.
To understand and present the activities in the classroom, a few terms are defined:
Gravity is a force that governs motion throughout the universe. It holds us to the ground,
keeps the Moon in orbit around the Earth, and the Earth in orbit around the Sun. Contrary
to what most students think, gravity is also the force that enables spacecraft to orbit Earth.
Gravity is best described as the force of attraction between any two masses. Gravity is
most apparent when one mass is very large, like Earth. The acceleration of an object
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toward the ground caused by gravity, near the surface of the Earth, is called normal
gravity, or 1g. It is equal to 9.8 m/sec2. If you drop an apple on Earth, it accelerates
toward Earth at 9.8 m/sec2. If an astronaut on the Space Station drops an apple, it falls
too; but does not look like it is falling. That is because they are all falling together: the
apple, the astronaut, and the ISS.
Mass is the amount of matter in an object. It can also be defined as the property of a body
that causes it to have weight in a gravitational field. It is important to understand that the
mass of an object is not dependent on gravity. Bodies with greater mass are accelerated
less by the same force.
Microgravity literally means very little gravity. Another way to think of micro- is in
measurement systems, such as the metric system, where micro- means one millionth or 1
x 10-6 g. Scientists do not use the term microgravity to accurately represent millionths of 1
g. The microgravity environment, expressed by the symbol µg, is defined as an
environment where some of the effects of gravity are reduced compared to what we
experience at Earth’s surface. It can also be described as the apparent weightlessness
that is felt in freefall, as on a ride at an amusement park or on the ISS when it orbits
around the Earth. Objects in a state of free-fall, or orbit, are said to be weightless because
a weight scale would not register any weight due to the object being measured, the scale
and the ISS are all falling together and at the same rate.
Weight is the vertical force exerted by a mass as a result of gravity. Weight can also be
defined as the strength of the gravitational pull on the object; that is, how heavy it is.
Weight is dependent on gravity. Using more physics and mathematics terms, weight is
defined as the force with which a body is attracted to Earth or another celestial body, equal
to the product of the object's mass and the acceleration of gravity: gravity = mass x
acceleration due to gravity, which is constant (Earth = 9.8 m/sec2).

Acceleration and weight
The person in the stationary elevator car
experiences normal weight. In the car immediately
to the right, apparent weight increases slightly
because of the upward acceleration. Apparent
weight decreases slightly in the next car because of
the downward acceleration. No weight is measured
in the last car on the right because of free fall. This
is microgravity.
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Standards
The standards addressed in the Mass vs.
Weight activities are listed below. See each
activity for specific standards addressed in that
activity:
National Science Education Standards
(NSTA)
Unifying Concept and Processes
• Evidence, models, and explanation
• Change, constancy, and measurement
Science as Inquiry
• Abilities necessary to do scientific
inquiry
Physical Science
• Motions and Forces
History and Nature of Science
• Science as a human endeavor
Principles and Standards for School
Mathematics (NCTM)
Number and Operations
• Understand numbers, ways of
representing numbers, relationships
among numbers, and number systems
• Understand meanings of operations and
how they relate to one another
• Compute fluently and make reasonable
estimates
Measurement
• Understand measureable attributes of
objects and the units, systems, and
process of measurement
• Apply appropriate techniques, tools,
and formulas to determine
measurements

National Geography Standards (NCGE)
The World in Spatial Terms
• How to use maps and other geographic
representations, tools, and technologies
to acquire, process, and report
information from a spatial perspective
• How to use mental maps to organize
information about people, places, and
environments in a spatial context
• How to analyze the spatial organization
of people, places, and environments on
Earth's surface
Places and Regions
• How culture and experience influence
people's perceptions of places and
regions
The Uses of Geography
• How to apply geography to interpret the
present and plan for the future

Data Analysis and Probability
• Formulate questions that can be
addressed with data and collect,
organize, and display relevant data to
answer them
• Develop and evaluate inferences and
predictions that are based on data
• Understand and apply basic concepts of
probability
Process Standards
• Problem Solving
• Communication
• Connections
• Representation
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